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On normal extensions of unbounded operators. II*) 
J. STOCHEL and F. H. SZAFRANIEC 
This paper continues our study of unbounded subnormal operators. The results 
contained here may be regarded as reviewing, extending and completing those of 
[21] (and also of [20] and [22]). The next paper [26] in this series will be devoted to 
spectral problems as well as to the question of uniqueness of normal extensions. 
Subnormal operators in general aspect 
1. Let S be a densely defined linear operator in a complex Hilbert space 
$ ( S ) , 9l(S) and 91(S) stands for the domain of S, the null space of S and the 
range of S, respectively. S is said to be subnormal if there is a Hilbert space ft con-
taining § and a normal operator N in ft such that 
S(S)c:S(i \r) and Sf=Nf for each /<E£(S). 
(A densely defined linear operator N in ft is said to be normal if it is closed and 
N*N=NN*. This is the same as to require that T>(N)=T>(N*) and ||iV/|| = ||W*/||, 
f(iT>(N). A normal operator has a spectral representation on the complex plane C.) 
The first thing we have to point out is that a subnormal operator must nec-
essarily be closable. Even more we show that T>(S)czX)(S*). To see this take 
g ^ i S ) , then 
(Sf,g)6 = <f,N*g)st, /€£(S) 
which gives us g£l>(S*) and S*g=PsN*g. 
The following characterization of densely defined subnormal operators based 
on the spectral representation of normal extensions is due to FOIA§ (cf. [8], p. 248). 
*) The essentials of this paper were presented at the 9th OT Conference in Romania (Timi-
soara—Herculane, June 1984). 
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T h e o r e m 1. A densely defined operator S in § is subnormal if and only if 
there is a (normalized) semispectral measure F in §> on the complex plane C such that 
(Snf,STg) = Il"Im(F(d/.)f g), fig£T>(S), m,n = 0,1. 
c 
This theorem seems to be the only known characterization of unbounded 
densely defined subnormal operators in the general case (without any additional 
assumption on 5"). It ought to be noticed that a characterization like this of Foia§ 
for bounded operators has appeard in [2] (cf. also [6]). However that involves all 
the powers of the operator S. This requirement is superfluous for bounded operators, 
while for unbounded ones it leads to unnecessary restriction on behavior of domains 
of all powers of S. 
2. Now we want to discuss the relation between subnormality and quasi-
normality. Like in the bounded case we have two equivalent possibilities of defining 
quasinormal operators. Because commutativity of unbounded operators is rather 
a delicate matter, we wish to discuss this equivalence with more care. 
A closed densely defined operator Q in a Hilbert space § is said to be quasi-
normal if Q commutes with the spectral measure E of \Q\ :—(Q*Q)1/2 i.e. E(a)Qc 
<zQE(a), a being a Borel subset of the non-negative part R + of the real line R. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Q is quasinormal if and only if Q is closed and U commutes 
with the spectral measure E of \Q\, where Q = U\Q\ is the polar decomposition of Q. 
Proo f . Suppose that U commutes with E. Since E commutes with \Q\ (i.e. 
E(&)\Q\^\Q\E(a)) we have 
E(A)Q = E(A) U\Q\= UE( a) \Q\ czU\Q\E(A) = QE(G). 
Thus Q is quasinormal. 
Suppose now that Q is quasinormal. Since Q commutes with E, U commutes 
with E on 9i(|2|). Indeed, for each /€$(121) we have 
(UE(a)-E(o)U)\Q\f= UE(o)\Q\f-E(CJ)U\Q\f = U\Q\E(a)f-E(cj)Qf= . , 
= QE(a)f—E(a)Of= 0. 
Since £({0}) is the orthogonal projection onto 9i( |g|) and SRflgl)-1- = 9 t ( | g | ) = 
= 9 l ( U ) , (UE(a)- E(<r) U)f= UE(a)f= UE(a)E({0})/= UE{{0})E{o)f= 0 for each 
/69?(|Q|)-L. Thus U commutes with E. This completes the proof. 
The following result as well as its proof is patterned upon that for bounded 
operators ([6], Prop. 1.7, p. 115) however technically more involved. 
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Theorem 2. Every quasinormal operator is subnormal. 
oo 
Proof . Let S=C/ |5 | be the polar decomposition of S and let \S\ = f tE(dt) 
o 
be the spectral representation of |5| . Denote by i ^ s ^ and P^s*) the orthogonal 
projections onto 5ft(|iS|) and 1fl(S*), respectively. Define in §ff i§ two operators 
R and 0 as JR=|S'|©|5| and 
r U (/-C/C/W 
I -(i-u*uy'2 U* J" 
It is easy to see [11] that 0 is a unitary operator which dilates U (the Halmos dilation) 
and R is a self-adjoint extension of |.S|. Since U is a partial isometry, 0 is in fact 
of the form 
o = f u P9,<S*>1 
I---P«C|S|) U* J 
Due to Proposition !, U and U* commute with E. Since I— UU*=Pm(St) and 
I—U*U=P9l(\s\), Pm(S*) and ijiflsD commute with E. Consequently 0 commutes 
with E®E which is the spectral measure of R. Therefore ORaRO. This implies 
that RU=t)0*Rt}c0(R0)*0c:U(0R)*0=0RG*0=UR and OR=RO in con-
sequence. Denote by N the operator OR. Since N*N=RU*UR=R2 and NN* = 
=(RO)(RO)*=RW*R=R\ N*N=NN*. This means that N is normal. 
Let now /€35 (S) = ©(IS11). Then /©0£D(R). Since P„(|S|) commutes with E, 
P ^ I S I c l ^ l P ^ ^ O . Thus 
N(f® 0) = OR(f® 0) = tf(|S|/©0) = tf |S | /©(-P* ( |S | ) |S | / ) =(C/ |S | / )©0 = 5/©0 
which means that N extends S. This completes the proof. 
Coro l la ry 1. An operator is subnormal if and only if it has a quasinormal' 
extension. 
Proof . We have only to prove that each normal operator N is quasinormal. 
oo 
Indeed, if N= J zE(dz) then \N\= j \z\E(dz) = j tF(dt), where F(&)= 
c c o 
=E({z£C: \z\£o}), a being a Borel subset of R + . Since EN<zNE, FNczNF< This 
means that N is quasinormal. 
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Subnormal operators and the complex moment problem 
3. The following condition, introduced by HALMOS [11], characterizes [2] 
bounded subnormal operators in a Hilbert space This is 
(H) J (S% S'fk> S 0 j,k=o 
for all finite sequences f0, . . . T o consider the same condition in unbounded 
case one needs the linear subspace D°°(S) of § 
Î R ( S ) = FL Î>(S") 
n = 0 
(members of X)°°(S) are customarily refered to as C°°-vectors). In this paper we will 
require that 1>°°(S) is big enough (in most cases dense in §). This requirement 
makes serious (comparing with Section 1) restriction on subnormal operators be-
cause there are symmetric operators (even semi-bounded [4]) with trivial domains 
of their squares. Moreover the condition (H) considered for / 0 , 35"(5), 
which is the only possibility to do, is not sufficient for subnormality for S even if 
T>°°(S) is dense in Let us discuss the following. 
Example 1. Take a sequence of real numbers {am,n}m,n=o which is positive 
definite in the following sense: 
2 am + p,n + q^m,n^p,q — 0 
for each finite sequence {¿m„}c:C, and which is not a two parameter moment 
sequence (see [1] and [9]). There are two densely defined symmetric operators A 
and B in some Hilbert space §> with a common domain T)=T>(A) = X)(B), having 
a vector f0€T) such that all the powers AmB"f0, m, nsO, span 35, and such that 
(I) <Vn = (AmBnfoJ0), m,n^0 
(cf. again [9]). Moreover A and B commute i.e. ABf—BAf for each /Ç35. Define 
T=A+iB. Tsatisfies (H) for all finite sequences / 0 , . . . , / ; i6S=D~(S') (even more, 
| | r / | | = | | r* / | | , / € î> , because A and B commute). 
Define S as a restriction of T to the linear span of {T"f0: ns0} . 
Neither T nor S is subnormal. If T would be subnormal (then S would be too), 
then there existed a measure fi on C (constructed via the spectral measure of a 
normal extension of T) such that 
(T%, Tmf0) = f fz™ dfi(z), m,nmQ. 
c 
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Then, due to (1), 
flm.n = / (Re z)m(Im z)n dp(z), m,n^0. 
c 
This would mean that {amj„}~ n = 0 was a two parameter moment sequence, which 
gives a contradiction. 
Thus we have got an example of an operator which has a cyclic vector (an 
operator 5" in § is said to be cyclic with a cyclic vector f0 if f0£t>°°{S) and T)(S) 
is a linear span of {S"1 / 0 : nsO}) satisfies (H) on T)(S) but is not subnormal. 
If one would be interested in an example of a non-cyclic operator, one could 
take a Nelson pair (cf. [17], [5]) to get an operator satisfying (H) on £ ( 5 ) with no 
normal extension. 
As the following proposition shows the condition (H) is satisfied on t>(S) 
if and only if S has a formally normal extension (with dense "reducing" domain). 
Here by a formally normal operator in we mean a densely defined operator N in 
§ such that T>(N)cT>(N*) and [|yV/|| =||iV*/|| for each f£T>(N). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Let S be a densely defined operator in § such that St>(S)c: 
<zT»(S). Then S satisfies (H) for all finite sequences /0, ...,fn£T>(S) if and only if 
there is a formally normal operator N in some Hilbert space ftz)§ such that 
(i) NT>(N)czT>(N) and N*D(N)c:T>(N), 
(ii) T>(S)czD(N) and SczN, 
(iii) T>(N) is a linear span of the set 
{N*"f: »SO, /<E35(S)}. 
Proof . The proof of the "if" part of Proposition 2 follows from the equality 
N*Nf=NN*f, /£D(iV), via direct computation. 
To prove the converse, suppose that S satisfies (H) for all finite sequences 
/ 0 , ...,/„€£>(£)• The set S = N x N (N={0,1,. . .}) equiped with the coordinate-
wise defined addition and the involution (m,n)*=(n,m) becomes a *-semigroup. 
Define the form <p over (<S, D(S)) (cf. [23]) 
?>((»»,"); f,g) = {Smf,SBg), f,g&(S), m,nZN. 
Then like in [24, par. 10], one can show that (p is positive definite i.e. 
(2) 2 ( P ( s t + s j ; f j , f k ) ^ 0 , f , . . . , / „€£(£) and ^ , . . . , ^ € < 5 ( « e l ) 
(S$)(S)c:T)(S) is important here). It follows from Proposition in [23] that there 
is a family {#(j) : i£®} of densely defined operators in some Hilbert space ft 
with common dense domain D, a linear operator V: X>(S)—T> such that 
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® c | J £(#(•?)*) and 
<p{s- f,g) = {$(*№ Vg), f,g£V(S), 
and i>(i)*DcS, s£<Z, 
$(s)$(t)f= $(s+t)f, s, tee, /eT>, 
<P(s*)c:<P(s)*, see, 
35 is a linear span of {$(s)Vf: see, /€®(S)}. 
Set jV = 2>(l,0). Since (1,0)*+(l, 0)=(1, 0)+( l , 0)*, N is a formally normal 
operator which satisfies the condition (i) of Proposition 2. Moreover we have 
<5™/ S"g) = (*(n( 1, 0)*+m(l, 0 ) ) V f , Vg) = (NmVf, N"Vg), 
m,neN and / , g€'35(S). 
This implies that V is an isometry from 35(5") into D. Identifying T)(S) with VT>(S) 
one can easily check the conditions (ii) and (iii). This completes the proof. 
R e m a r k 1. In [21] and in this paper we consider exclusively the operators 
with invariant domains. If T)(S) is not invariant for S, we have to replace the con-
dition (H) on 35(5) by the condition (2). 
4. Example 1 shows that the condition (H) itself is not sufficient for subnor-
mality even of cyclic operators (however it is for weighted shifts — cf. Section 6). 
If / 0 is a cyclic vector for <S and S satisfies (H) on D~(5") then the sequence 
K , J : „ = « defined by 
cm.„ = (Smfo, S"/0) H€N 
is positive definite in the sense that 
2 Cm + q,n + p^m,n^p,q — 0 
m.nSO 
P , « E 0 
for all finite sequences {Am>„}<zC. Unfortunately positive-definiteness of {cmi„}~ n = 0 
does not imply that {cmi„}^n=0 is a complex moment sequence (this is a substance 
of Example 1). However this gives a hope that subnormality of S (still being cyclic) 
may be forced by the fact that {cm>n}~„=0 is a complex moment sequence.' There 
is a characterization ([14]) of complex moment sequences in terms of non-negative 
polynomials which has been originated by M. RIESZ. Though this may be interesting 
rather from the theoretical point of view than applicable to concrete sequences 
(read: operators — in advance), we will follow this in a context of subnormal opera-
tors. It turns out even more: a result of SLINKER ([19], Th. 4.2) enables us to prove 
a M. Riesz-like characterization for non-cyclic case. 
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T h e o r e m 3. Let S be a densely defined operator in a Hilbert space § such 
that SD(S)cX>(S). Then S is subnormal if and only if the following implication 
holds: if 
{a",,; ...,m} and p,qe{0, 1, ...,«}} 
is a sequence of complex numbers such that 
m it 
(i) 2 2 a^lV/z^j^O, for all X, ..., zm£C, 
I.J=LJ>.4=0 
then 
m it r 
(ii) 2 2 2 <(sk+pf/,sl+«fi)^o, i,j=l P, 4=0 FC, 1=0 
for each finite sequence {/¡?: i = l, ..., m, k=0, ..., r}czT>(S). 
Proo f . Suppose that S is subnormal and that N is its normal extension in a 
Hilbert space Notice that 
£ (S) = © - ( S ) c D - ( N ) and 
iV(©-(JV))c©-(JV), N * ( p - ( N ) ) c 3 > - ( N ) and 
NN*f = N*Nf for each /€®~(iV). 
(3). 
Define the polynomials piJ (i,j€{ 1, ..., m}) of two complex variables X and 1 by 
(4) piS(X, 1) = 2 o'J^X", XdC. 
P, 9=0 
Then, since S c N and (3), we have 
(5) 2 2 ap{(sk+PfiJ> st+qfk)= 2 2 a ^ N W f J , NqN*kfkl) = p, 9=0 k,1=0 p, 8=0 k,1=0 
= 2 ^(N'hj, N%) = (p'J(N, N*)hj, ht), 
P. 4=0 
where 
(6) = 2X*kfi, i = \,...,m. 
k=Q 
Thus we have to show that 
m 
(7) 2 (p'J(N, N*)hj, hi) s 0 
i.J=l 
for all ^ . . . „ ^ © " ( i V ) . 
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Let E be the spectral measure of N. Since all the complex measures (E( •)hj, /if), 
{1,..., m}, are absolutely continuous with respect to the non-negative measure 
m 
P=2 (E(')hi-, hi), we find a matrix of summable Borel functions such 
that (E(a)hj, /i,)= / hu dp for each Borel subset a of C and for all i, j. a 
Let Q be a countable dense subset of C. For cx, ..., cn£Q we have 
. w m m m 
/ 2 hiJtt)cicJdp(X) = 2 CiCj{E(o)hj, ht) ={E{a){2 Cjhj), 2cjhj)^0 
a i.J=1 t.J=l J=1 7=1 
for each a. This implies that 
(8) 2 W c i C j ^ 0 a.e. [ /4 
i.i=i 
Since Q is countable, we can find a common Borel subset tr0 of C (which does not 
depend on the choice of the numbers ck) such that p(a0)=p(C) and (8) is fulfilled, 
first for all ckeQ and then, after limit passage, for all complex c'ks. 
Thus we have shown that the complex matrix [/i,y(A)]™J=1 is positive definite 
for each Since, by (i) and (4), the matrix [piJ(X,X)]^J=1 is also positive definite, 
an application of the classical Schur Lemma gives us that 
(9) [p'KKbKmtj^ 
is a positive definite matrix for each A£<r0. 
Thus 
m m _ 
2 (piJ(N, N*)hj, ht)= 2 f PiJ& X)hu(X)dn(X) = i.j=l i,j=l Q 
. m 
= / ( 2 W , l)hu{).)])dn(i) ^ o. 
(The integrand is non-negative due to (9).) This shows (7). 
Now suppose that the implication holds for S. Then S satisfies (H) for all 
finite sequences f0,...,/,6£(<5) (put m-1, n—0 and aJJ=l). Thus, according 
to Proposition 2, there is a formally normal operator N in some Hilbert space 
which fulfills the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 2. Due to a theo-
rem of [19] all we have to prove now is the following implication: if for each 
the polynomial matrix [pll(X, is positive definite, then (7) holds for all 
For this let [pli] be such a matrix of polynomials with coefficients {a'Jq} as in (4). 
Let hx,..., hm£T>(N). Then, by (iii) of Proposition 2, there is a sequence 
{/¿: i = l k=Q, . . . , r}c!D(S) which fulfills the condition (6). Since N is 
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formally normal extension of S, which has property (i) of Proposition 2, we can 
rewrite all the equalities (5) to obtain 
m m n r 
2 <PiJ(N, N*)hj, h,) = 2 2 2 alP{(Sk+Pfi> sl+qfi) = i,j=1 i,j=lp,!=«M=0 
This proves (7) and finishes the proof of theorem. 
As we have mentioned this characterization of subnormals may be useful in 
proof. The following application is at hand. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Let S be a densely defined operator in H such that ST>(S)c: 
c £>(£)• Then 
(a) If S is subnormal, then among all the subnormal operators T in § extending 
S and such that TT>(T)(z T>(T) there is a maximal one. 
(b) Suppose that there exists S - 1 which is densely defined and S~1'£>(S~1)c: 
c®(5'-1). Then if one of the operators S and S_1 is subnormal, so is the other. 
Proof , (a) If {rm} is a chain (ordered by inclusion) of subnormal operators 
extending S and such that T,0Ti(TJcT>(TJ, then \JTa is an upper bound, 
CO 
which, due to Theorem 3, has the same properties as Ta's do. Now an application 
of the Zorn Lemma gives the conclusion (a). 
(b) Let {a^q} satisfy (i) of Theorem 3. Set b ' J q ( r e m i n d that O^p, q^n). 
Then one can check that {b'Jq} satisfies (i) of Theorem 3 too. 
Suppose that S is subnormal. Take a finite sequence {/¿; l S / S m , 0 
c B ( S ) . Then, because in fact T)(S)=ST> (S), we have 
m n r m n r 
2 2 2 «'¿As-y+W, (s-y+W) = 2 2 2 bUsk+psl s'+'g') >.j=1 p.9=0 k,l= 0 1 p,Q=Q h,l=0 
where gf=S~in+r)fj_l. Applying Theorem 3 we get the conclusion (b). 
A characterization like this in Theorem 3 in a case of cyclic operators appears 
implicity in KILPI [14]. What can be easily deduced from [14] is the following. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. Let S be a densely defined cyclic operator in § with a cyclic 
vector f0. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) S is subnormal; 
(ii) {(5™/o, S"f0)}™n=0 ' s a complex moment sequence, i.e. there is a non-
negative measure p on C such that ( S m f 0 , S"f0)= J zmz" dn(z), m,n£N, 
c 
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(iii) if {ak ¡}™l=0 is a complex matrix such that 2 akl).kl1^0 for each 
A6C, then 
2 ak,i(Skf, S%) ^ 0. . 4,1=0 
Our characterization in Theorem 3 applied to cyclic operators looks more com-
plicated than that of Kilpi. Because we are unable on this stage, to reduce directly 
ours to Kilpi's this is why we do not state it explicitely here; though they must 
necessarily be equivalent. 
Subnormal operators and the Stieltjes moment problem. Weighted shifts 
5. As we have "already known subnormal operator S satisfies the condition 
(H) for any ..choice of vectors f0, ...,f„dT)°°(S). Taking gk—Skfk and replacing 
fq,"y,fn b y : ¿o, •••>Sn in (H) we get the condition: 
( E ) 2 < S ' + V } , S J + * / * > S O 
J tk=o 
for all choices of vectors f0, ...,fn in D°°(S), which reminds a condition considered 
by EMBRY [7] in the bounded case. Going on set f—Cjf and fj=CjSf in (E), 
respectively (f£T>°°(S)) we obtain 
2 \\Si+kf\\2CjCk s 0, j, Jc=0 
and 
2 ws^+yrcjc,^ o, j-k=0 
for all complex numbers cl5 . . ., c„. This is precisely what is required for the se-
quence {||<S"'/||2}^10 to be Stieltjes moment sequence i.e. to be represented as 
(S). I |5"/ | |2= / fd/i(t), "6N, 
o 
p=iuf is a finite non-negative measure. 
All what has been said here can be stated as 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4. The following implications hold true: 
S is subnormal satisfies (H) on T>°*(S), 
S satisfies (H) on => S satisfies (E) on t>m(S), 
S satisfies (E) on T)°°(S) =• S satisfies (S) for each f in £>°°(S). 
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6. It turns out that the implications in Proposition 4 can be inverted for S 
being unilateral weighted shift. Recall S is said to be a unilateral weighted shift 
if iSe„ç(C\{0}) en+1, nëO, where {<?„}"=0 is an orthonormal basis of The domain 
of S is meant as the linear span of {<?„}~=0. It is clear that 5" is a cyclic operator with 
the cyclic vector e0. 
Theorem 4. Let S be a unilateral weighted shift. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) S is subnormal; 
(ii) S satisfies (H) for all finite sequences f0, S); 
(iii) S satisfies (E)for all finite sequences /0, ...,/„€ £>(£); 
(iv) S satisfies (S) for f=e0. 
Since S (S)=T>°°(S), all the implication but (iv)=>(i) follow from Proposition 4. 
To prove the implication (iv)=>(i) we utilize the following result which may be 
interesting for itself. 
Lemma 1. Let /0€§ be a cyclic vector for S. Then the following two conditions 
are equivalent: 
(a) Sa U® R, where U is a unitary operator in R is a self-adjoint operator 
in and / 0 = / i ® / 2 with some and /2ÇX>°°(.R); 
(b) there are two functions a: N—C and /?: Z-*-C such that 
(10) < , S n f 0 , S m f 0 ) = x(n + m)p(n-m), n,m£ N, 
(11) 2 <m + n)cmc„^Q, 
0 
for all finite sequences c0, . . . ,c r£C, 
(12) 2 P(n-m)c„cm^0, 
M,N=0 
for all finite sequences c0, ..., c,£C. 
P roo f . Let U, R and f , f2 be as in (a). Because 
<S"/0, Smf0) = <Un-mf1J1)(Rn+mf2,Â>, m, w€N, 
a direct computation shows that 
a (n) = <*"/2,/2>, «€N, 
and 
p(m) = <CT-/„/,>, m€ Z, 
satisfy the condition (11) and (12) respectively, 
ii* 
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Suppose that the condition (b) is satisfied. Then is a Hamburger 
moment sequence [18] and {/?(")}„€Z is a trigonometric moment sequence [18]. 
Consequently there are two positive finite measures ¡i and v defined on R and the 
unit circle T, respectively, such that 
(13) (S"fo, Smf0) = J f+m dfi(t) J f~m dv(z), n,mtN. 
R. T 
Denote by Mz and M, the multiplication operators by z and t in L2(T, v) and 
JL2(R, n), respectively. Then by (13) 
(S"f0,Smf0) = <M" + 'n 1,,, \)LHll)(Mrm lv , 1 v>L.(v) = 
= ((M2®M,r( 1,® g , (Mz®M,)m(lv® m, tie N. 
This equality allows us to identify Snf0 with (Mz®Mt)"(lv®lll), 7Z£N, which 
gives us SaMz®Mt. Since M, is unitary and M, is self-adjoint, we set U=M:, 
R=Mt,f1=lv and / 2 = 1„ to get the conclusion. This completes the proof. 
R e m a r k 2. If any .of the ^equivalent conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 1 is 
satisfied then S is subnormal. Moreover the operator R can be choosen to be positive 
if (in addition to (11)) 
(110 2 «(n+rn+l)cncm^0, 
m,n=0 
for all finite sequences c0 , . . . , cr£C, (since then (11) and (IT) imply that {a(«)}n€N 
is a Stieltjes moment sequence) and Lemma 1 leads then to an £2-model of S as the 
multiplication by z on the complex plane C. 
P r o o f of (iv)=Ki) of Theo rem 4. Let us define <5: Z - { 0 , 1} by 5(0) = 1 
and 5(/i)=0 if n^O. So we have 
(14) 
(S"e0,Sme0) = 5(«-M)| |SV0 | |2 = 8(n-m) J t" dn(f) = S(n-m) f t(n+m^ dn(t), 
o o. 
m, w£N, 
where is the measure given by the integral representation (S). Setting 
a(n) = f tn/2dfi(t), n£N 
o 
and 
P(h) = 5(n), n€Z, 
in (14) we get the condition (b) of Lemma 1. An application of Remark 2 completes 
the proof of our theorem. -
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7. Now we want to show usefulness of Theorem 4. 
Example 2. In [21] we have shown that the creation operator is subnormal. 
This has been ensured by the condition (H) and the presence of analytic vectors 
for the operator. However, since this operator is a unilateral weighted shift we can 
use directly the condition (iv) of Theorem 4 instead of checking condition (H) 
and looking for analytic vectors. To be more precise, recall that the creation operator 
is defined as • . -
with T)(/i+) = £(R), the Schwartz space. Since the Hermite functions 
/„(*) = „ = 0 , 1 , . . . , 
form an orthogonal basis for L-(R) and 
= m = 0,1 , . . . , 
A+, when restricted to the linear span 35. of the Hermite function is a weighted 
shift in L2(R). Denote this restriction by S. Since 
[|Sn/0||2 = n ! ^ , « = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , 
and {«!}r=o is a Stieltjes moment sequence, according to Theorem 4, S is sub-
normal. Since j4+=(j4+|©)-, A+ is subnormal. . 
Theorem 4 allows to produce subnormal operators from simpler ones. As an 
illustration take a subnormal weighted shift S and define Sk=S*kSk+1, k is a 
positive integer. Then, after some computation — which, in a more general context, 
will be presented elsewhere [25] — one can show that Sk satisfies the condition (iv) 
of Theorem 4 and consequently it is subnormal too. In particular, if 5 is the creation 
operator then 
8. We pass now to bilateral weighted shifts. In order to prove an analogue 
of Theorem 4 in this case we need an appropriate version of Lemma 1. 
Lemma 2. Let S be a densely defined operator in § such that 9l(5) = {0} 
and ST>(S)=D(S). Suppose there is a vector f0£l)(S) such that T>(S\ is the 
linear span of the set {S"f0: n£Z}. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) SaU®R, where U is a unitary operator in R is a self-adjoint operator 
in S\2 with 0 ^ ^ K ^ c S ^ f i s and /0=/i®/2 with some f d a n d /2€ f ) ®(/?"); 
»ez 
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(b) there are two functions ac, fi: Z—C such that 
(15) {Snfo> ¿yfo) ~ <x(n + m)fi(n — m), n,m£Z, 
( 1 6 ) 2 . «(n+m)c„cm^ 0 , 
—R^'IN, N '-R 
for all finite sequences c_ r , ..., cr£C, and ¡3 satisfies (12). 
The proof of Lemma 2 goes in the same way as that of Lemma 1. However 
one has to use instead of the Hamburger characterization of moment sequences the 
following result ([13], [1]). A sequence (a(w)}„ez of complex numbers can be rep-
resented as 
tx(n) = f tndp(t), n£Z, 
R\{0} 
with a finite non-negative measure fi if and only if (16) holds. 
R e m a r k 3. Each of the equivalent conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 2 guar-
antees subnormality of S. If the function a: Z—C satisfies the additional con-
dition 
(17) 2 oc(n+m+l)cncm^0, 
— r a n , m a r 
for all finite sequences e_ r , ..., C, then the operator R can be choosen to be 
positive. This happens because, due to the conditions (16) and (17), the sequence 
{a(n)}„ez becomes (cf. [1], [12]) a two-sided Stieltjes moment sequence which means 
that there is a non-negative finite measure ¡i such that 
a(«) = f f d f i ( t ) , neZ. 
(0, 
A densely defined operator S in H is said to be a bilateral weighted shift if 
there is an orthonormal basis {<?„}„£Z of § such that Sen£ (C\{0})en + 1 for each 
«6Z. The domain T>(S) of S is the linear span of {e„}niZ. 
We have an analogue of Theorem 4 for bilateral weighted shifts. 
Theorem 5. Léi S be a bilateral weighted shift. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) S is subnormal; 
(ii) S satisfies (H) for all finite sequences f0, ...,f„ in T>(S); 
(iii) S satisfies (E) for all finite sequences /0, ...,/„ in ^(S); 
(iv) S satisfies (S) for each f£ { 5 ' - 2 " 4 e o ; 
(v) {||S"e0P}.€z ' s a two-sided Stieltjes moment sequence. 
Proof . The only implications which need a proof are (iv)=>(v) and (v)=>(i). 
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(iv)=>(v): The operator 5 satisfies all the assumptions of Lemma 2 with f0=e0. 
Now we show that the sequence {|| 2}„ e z satisfies the conditions (16) and 
(17). Let c_ r , . . . , cr be an arbitrary sequence of complex numbers. Then 
2 \\Sn+me0Vcncm= 2 l\Sn+mS-^eordnRm .;.'"; 
and 
2 ||S"+m+1e0H2c„cm = 2 |jsn+™+is-iVoll2412m,.' . -rsn.m^r n,m=0 - • . 
where i/„=c„_r for {0,1,..., 2r}. Due to (iv), all the sums appearing in the 
above two equalities are nonnegative. This ensures that {||5",e0li2}ncz a t w o " 
sided Stieltjes moment sequence. 
(v)=^(i): Like in the proof of Theorem 4 we put 
<x(/j) = J t"'2dii(t), «€Z 
(0,+==) 
and 
p(n) = 8(n), n£Z. 
The equality (15) follows from the same argument as its analogue in the proof of 
Theorem 4. The application of Lemma 2 completes the proof. 
Subnormal operators through C°°-vectors 
9. In the papers ([20], [21], [22]) we have studied subnormal operators by means 
of some of their classes of C°°-vectors. Here we wish to review and extend these 
investigations. Recall the definitions. 
A vector /£ (S) is said to be a bounded vector of S if there are positive 
numbers a=a(f) and c=c(f) such that 
\\S"f\\ Sac", n = 1,2, .... 
A vector fdT>°°(S) is said to be an analytic vector of S if there is a positive number 
t=t(f) such that 
£ IIS"/II ^ , 2 —i—• nti n! 
A vector / € © " ( 5 ) is said to be a quasi-analytic vector of S if 
2IIS"1/!!-1'" = + " • • .. • . . 
n = l 
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Finally /£35~(S) is said to be a Stieltjes vector of S if 
jJ | |SB / | ] - 1 / 2 n= + ~ . 
n = l 
Denote by 93 (S), 9l(S), Q(S) and 6 ( S ) the sets of bounded, analytic, quasi-
analytic and Stieltjes vectors of S, respectively. It is clear that 93(5) and 91 (S) 
are linear subspaces of $ and S (S )c9 I (S ' ) cQ(5 )c®(S ' ) . By direct verification 
we get that S(<B(S))<z%(S) and 5(9I(5))c9I(5'). To check that Q(S) and 
<S(S) share the same property as S ( S ) and 21(5'), use the Carleman inequality [3]: 
(18) ¿an+2]fJVn 11=2 11=2 F n = 2 
1_ 1 
with aB = i|S"/|| " - 1 and an=||Sn/li 2("_1) > respectively. 
In [20] we have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem I. Let S be a densely defined linear operator in Suppose that 
£)(£)=23(5). Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) S is subnormal; 
(ii) S satisfies (H ),for all finite sequences /„, ...,f„£T>(S); 
(iii) there is an increasing sequence {^»„Ĵ Lj of closed linear subspaces of §> 
contained in 3>(S) such that S§„c§„ , each restriction of S to is a bounded sub-
oo 
normal operator in § and (J is a core for S. 
n=i 
Remark 4. The following comments may be usefull here. Let A be a densely 
defined closable operator in A linear subspace 35 of 35(v4) is said to be a core 
for A if A closed linear subspace © of § is said to be invariant (resp. 
reducing) for A if PAP=AP (resp. PAczAP), where P is the orthogonal projec-
tion of § onto (5. If a closed linear subspace © of $ is contained in D(y4)Dl5(^4*) 
then © is reducing for A if and only if >i(©)c:© and ^4*(©)c©. 
The example of the creation operator indicates that there are closed subnormal 
operators having no nontrivial bounded vectors. However, if an operator has a 
dense set of bounded vectors, Theorem I provides us with some additional informa-
tion on its geometrical structure. We show that quasinormal operators we have 
already considered in Section 2 fall in this class and get, as a by-product, another 
proof of subnormality of quasinormal operators. 
P ropos i t i on 5. Suppose that S is a quasinormal operator in Then 23(5") 
is a core for S, there is an increasing sequence {$„}"=1 of closed linear subspaces of 
§ contained in T>(S) such that each §>n reduces S, each restriction of S to is a 
bounded quasinormal operator in fj„ and (J §„ is a core for S. 
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Proof . First of all we show that 33(S) is a core for S. Let S=U\S\ be the 
polar decomposition of S and let E be the spectral measure of | S \. Set §„=£([0, n]) § 
and î>= U Take / e $ m . Then 
n = l 
| S | / = \S\E([0, m])f= £([0, m]) |S | / 
and by Proposition 1, 
Uf=UE([0,m])f=E([0,m])Uf. 
This means that each §,„ and consequently I> is invariant for |S|, U and S. Thus 
for f££>m we have 
l|S"/ll2 = II C/" |S | n / | | 2S II |S|"/ | |2 = 
«I 
= | | |S |»£([0,W]) / | |2= f t*>(E{dt)f,f)^m*»\\f\\\ 
0 
so /¡E93(S). In other words DciB(S). It is easy to see that the equality |5 | = 
=( |S| |C)~ implies 5 = ( 5 | D ) - . So © and 33(5) are cores for S. 
n 
Define a bounded operator Sn = URn, where R„ = J tE(dt). Then 9î(jR2)c: 
c91 (R„)c9Î(|S11¿s([0, n]))c9î(|iS|), so 9t(£2)c5R(|S|). S°ince U* Uis the orthogonal 
projection onto 9l(|S|), we have U*URl=R*. By Proposition I, U commutes 
with Rn. Therefore S*Sn=U* URl=Rl, which implies \S„\=Rn. Since U com-
mutes with R„, S„ commutes with / ^ H S J . This means that S„ is a quasinormal 
operator. Denote by T„ the operator 5„| s . Then 
7*Tn = E([0, n])S„*S„|s„ = £([0, n])/?2|s„ = (Rn\sf. 
Thus = l'S'nlIô =R„|6 . Since S„ commutes with R„, T„ commutes with |r„|. 
This means that for each « s i , 5 | s =T„ is a bounded quasinormal operator. Since 
£([0, n ^ S c ^ t O , «]), §„ reduces S. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 3. S is a subnormal operator if and only if there is a subnormal extension 
S of S in such that 23(5) is a core for S. 
Proof . This is an easy consequence of Proposition 5 and Theorem 2. 
Coro l l a ry 4. An operator S in §> is normal if and only if S is formally normal 
and quasinormal. In particular S is self-adjoint if and only if S is symmetric and quasi-
normal. 
Proof . Since S is quasinormal, there is a sequence {§„}"=1 of closed linear 
subspace of § with properties described by Proposition 5. Let U §„; Then 
n=i 
î>cz©(S) and D is a core for S. Since §„ is a reducing subspace for S and § „ c 
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c S ( 5 ) n S ( 5 ' * ) = D(S), Remark4 implies that £$>„<=$>„ and 5 * § n c § „ , for 
each n. Thus S D c ® and S * S c D . Since S is formally normal, the nontrivial 
conclusion of Corollary 4 follows from Theorem 1 of [20]. 
10. Another result we wish to discuss is one which bears a resemblance to a 
result of Embry for bounded operators [7]. 
T h e o r e m 6. Let S be a densely defined operator in § such that ST>(S)aT)(S). 
Suppose that T>(S) is a linear span of the set Q(S). Then S is subnormal if and 
only if S satisfies (E) for all finite sequences f0, ...,fn£T>(S). 
This is a stronger version of Theorem 8 of [21] where instead of (E) the con-
dition (H) appears. 
In order to prove Theorem 6 we need some lemmas. The first of them gives 
the full characterization of determinate moment sequences in terms of their rep-
resenting measures. The proof of it can be done in the same way as that for Ham-
burger moment sequences (cf. [9], Theorem 8). 
Lemma 3. A Stieltjes moment sequence {a„}"=n with the representing measure 
H is determinate if and only if the set of all polynomials of one real variable is dense 
in L 2 (R+ , (1 +x2)p). 
Lemma 4. Let N be a densely defined operator in ft such that 
(19). D = £(N) = S(N*N), N(T>)cD and N*N(2>)czT>, 
(20) N(N*N)f=(N*N)Nf /££, 
(21) <3((N*N)) is a total set in ft. 
Then N is closable and N is quasinormal. 
Proof . Denote by A the symmetric operator N*N defined on T>. Then 
( N f , Ng)=(Afg),f, g£t>. This implies that N is closable. Denote by X)0 the linear 
span of S(A). Then i ( B „ ) c B 0 , A=N*NczN*N and, by (21), S(A) is a total 
set in ft. It follows from [16] that (<4|c)~=,4=:iV*N. The last equality can be 
written as ^=| iV|2 . Since T>0cl>(|/V[2) and D0 is a core for. \N\2, £>„ is a core 
for \N\. Now an application of the polar decomposition for N gives us that 
(22) D0 is a core for N. 
oo 
Let E be the spectral measure of A, i.e. A= J tE(dt). Then for we have 
o 
oo 
.' (A"f, f ) = / t"(E(dt)f, / ) , n€N, 
n • • -
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and 
(AnNf, N f ) = / t"(E(dt)Nf, Nf>, w€N. 
o 
Since A=N*N, (19) and (20) imply 
(AnNf, N f ) = ( A n + 1 f f ) , ne N. 
Combining these three equalities we obtain 
©o oo 
(23) ( A " ^ f f ) = / l"(E(dt)Nf N f ) = / t"t{E(dt)f,f), / € $ , n ^ 0. 
0 0 
Let / 6 3 (/4). Due to the Carleman criterion (cf. [18]) the sequence {<^"/,/)}r=0 
is a determinate Stieltjes moment sequence. Using now the Carleman inequality 
(18) and again the Carleman criterion we infer that {</T+1/,/)}"=0 is a determinate 
Stieltjes moment sequence. Consequently, due to (23), we have 
(24) (E(dt) N f , N f ) = t ( E ( d t ) f f ) . 
Let a be a Borel subset of R + . Since {(A"ff)}™= 0 is a determinate Stieltjes 
moment sequence (f€<3(A)l), Lemma 3 gives us a sequence {/?„}~=1 of polynomials, 
which converges to the indicator function l„ of the set a in L2(R+ , (1 +x2)/i), 
where /x=(E(-)f,f). One can show then that {/>„}~=1 converges to 1 „ in L 2(R+ , ¡i) 
as well as in L?(R+, x/i). Since 
oo 
\\E(G)f-pn{A)f\? = / \K~Pn\2dn o 
and, by (24), 
oo 
\\E(a)Nf-pM)Nfr = j \l„(x)—p„(x)\2(E(dx)Nf,Nf) = 
0 
oo 
= / \K(x)~pn(x)\2xdn(x), 
o 
we have E(a)f=Y\m pn(A)f and E(a)Nf=\xm pn(A)Nf=Ym Npn(A)f Thus 
E(a)f£T>(N) and EE(a)f=E(a)NfioT each f£ <5 (A). This implies That E(a)(N\a)(Z 
<zNE(a) and E(a)(N\0J~ czNE(a), in consequence. Due to (22) we obtain 
(25) E(o)NaNE((j), for each Borel subset a of R + . 
Since \N\=A1'2= f tll2E(dt), 
the spectral measure F of \N\ is given by the fol-
0 
lowing formula: (26) F(a-y = E((p~1(a)), for each Borel subset a of R + , 
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where <p: R + —R + is a homeomorphism defined by cp(x)=x1/2, x£R + . The 
conditions (25) and (26) show that N commutes with the spectral measure F of |JV|. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4. 
The next lemma shows that the condition (E) holds on D°°(iS) if and only if S 
has a "formally quasinormal" extension with "reducing" domain. 
Lemma 5. Let S be a densely defined operator in § such that S(T>(S))cz 
cX>(S). Then S satisfies (E) for all finite sequences /„, ...,fn£T>(S) if and only 
if there is a densely defined operator N in some Hilbert space ft z>£j such that 
(i) N satisfies the conditions (19) and (20), 
(ii) » (S)c©( iV) and SaN, 
(iii) X>(N) is a linear span of the set {(N*N)"f n^O, f£T>(S)}. 
Proof . Suppose that N satisfies (i) and (ii). Then (19) and (20) imply (via an 
induction procedure) 
((N*N)"f, g) = (Nnf N"g), fgeV(N), n^O, 
and this can be used to prove the inequality (E) for all finite sequences / 0 , . . . , /„€ X) (5). 
To prove the converse, suppose that 5 satisfies (E) for all finite sequences 
fa, ...,/„<= I>(S). Define the form <p over (N, t>(S)) (cf. [23]) by 
<p(n,f,g) = (S»fSng), n<LN, fgtZ(S). 
N is a *-semigroup with the identity map as an involution. Since S satisfies (E) for 
all finite sequences f0, ...,fn£T>(S), the form cp is positive definite. Notice also 
that 1 is a hermitian generator of the ^-semigroup N and (p(0,f,g) = ( f , g ) for all 
f,g£T>(S). Thus, by Proposition of [23], there is (under suitable unitary identifica-
tion — see the proof of Prop. 2) a densely defined symmetric operator A in some 
Hilbert space ftr>JFj such that A(T>(A))(z1)(A), T)(A) is the linear span of the set 
{Anf: 71—0, £ ( S ) c £ ( i i ) and 
(27) (S"f, S"g) = <p(n; f , g) = (A"f, g), n V o , f , g ^ ( S ) . 
Define an operator TV with X)(N)=X>(A) by 
N(2*/*)= 2AkSfk, /„,..., fn€J>(S), ns.O. k=0 k=0 
It follows from (27) that for all / „ , . . . , /„6 D (S ) 
I I J ^ s a I I 2 = J (A*+lSfk, S/(> = J (Sk+>Sfk, S'+'S/,> = 
k=0 k,l=0 M = 0 
= 2 <sk+l+1fk,sk+t+1f) = 2 (Ak+l+lfk,fb = (A(2Akfk), 2 ¿ f t ) . . 
k, 1=0 • k,l=0 k=0 1=0 
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This implies the correctness of the definition of iV and shows that \\Nf\\2=(Aff), 
f£T>(N). Consequently 
<Nf,Ng) = (Af,g>, f,g£T)(N). 
This implies that A=N*N. The equality (20) follows from the following ones 
NA{2 A%) = N(Z ¿k+1A) = 2 ¿k+1Sfu = 
i=0 k=0 1=0. 
= A{2 AkS/k) = AN( J A%), /„, ...,/„62)(S). fc=0 t=0 
The inclusion SczN is obvious. This completes the proof of Lemma 5. 
Now we are able to pass to the proof of Theorem 6. 
P r o o f o f Theorem 6. "Only if" part of Theorem 6 follows from Proposi-
tion 4 as well as from Theorem 3. 
Conversely, suppose that S satisfies (E) for all finite sequences f0, ..., fn£T)(S). 
Due to Lemma 5, there is a densely defined operator N in some Hilbert space 
which satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 5. Then 
(28) Q ( 5 ) c S ( 4 A = N*N. 
To prove this suppose that f£Q(S). Then Proposition 4 implies that the sequence 
{fl„}"=0, where a„=||S^/ll2 for N, is a Stieltjes moment sequence. Thus a2n^aka l 
for k, /€N such that 2n=k+l . Due to Section 1 of [21] we obtain 
2 lis2"/ir1/2n =+=°. 
n=l 
It follows from (i) and (ii) of Lemma 5 that \\Anf | |2=<^2n/ ,/>=||52"/| |2 , so 
2 U ' f t l f l n = 2 [|S2B/l|-1/2" = + Thus f£<5(A). n=1 n=1 
Now we are in position to use Lemma 4. Indeed, since T> (A) is a linear span of 
{A"f : nsO, feT)(S)} and T>(S) is a linear span of Q(5) , an application of (28) 
and A(<5(A))cz<o(A) gives us that T>(A) is a linear span of <o(A).lt follows from 
Lemma 4 that N is quasinormal and, by Corollary 1, S is subnormal. This completes 
the proof. 
Coro l l a ry 5. Let S be a closed densely defined operator in Suppose that the 
linear span 35 of Q(S) is a core for S and that S satisfies (E) for all finite sequences 
/„, 3). Then S is a subnormal operator. 
11. Now we show that if an operator S has a dense set of analytic vectors 
then, similarly as in the case of weighted shifts, the condition (S), when satisfied 
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for all / €D(S) , is sufficient for S to be subnormal. This result is an extension of 
Lambert theorem (cf. [15], Th. 3.1) to the case of unbounded operators. Similarly as 
in [22] we ask whether this theorem is true for operators having dense set of quasi-
analytic vectors. 
Theo rem 7. Let S be a densely defined operator in $ such that &(S)=$t(S). 
Then S is subnormal if and only if S satisfies (S) for each f£T>(S). 
Proof . We have only to prove sufficiency. Suppose that S satisfies (S) for 
each fdT)(S). Then for each f£_T>(S) there is a unique non-negative measure nf 
such that 
CO 
(29) ||S»/||2 = / fdnf{t), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
o 
Using the polarization formula we define complex measures 
f , g) = J W+s(ff) -Hf -g(0-) + + ig(0-) - -ig(<*)} 
for each Borel subset a of R+. Since the measure n f is uniquely determined we have 
Haf = \a\2n f, a€C, /62>(S). 
This implies that / i y= / i ( - ; / , / ) , /6®(5') and that the form fi(<r; • ,—) is her-
mitian symmetric. It is easy to see that 
(30) (Snf S"g) = Jtnn(dt; f , g), f g f Z ( S ) , n€N. 
o 
Now we prove that n(y, •, —) is linear with respect to the first variable. To 
show it is additive we write 
(S"(f+g), S"h) = (Snf, Snh) + (Sng, S"h), fg,h£T)(S), n£N. 
Using the polarization formula for the form ( / , g)—(S"f S"g) and the integral 
representation (29) we get 
/ tndVl(t)-f tndv2(t)+i(f t"dv3(t)~ f tndv4(t)) — 0, wiN, 
0 0 0 0 
where 
Vj V2 = f l f + a . h + ( i f + h + H g + h , 
V3 = Hf + g + ih + Pf-ih+Hg-ih* V4 = ^f+g-ih + ^f + ih + ^g + ih-
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Since the measures vk, k=1 , 2,3, 4, are non-negative we obtain 
• OO CO 
/ fdv^t) = / /"dva(i), /16N, 
0 0 
and 
(31) j f dv3(t) = j f'dv^t), n£N. 
0 0 
Each of these Stieltjes moment sequences is determinate. To see this consider the 
first of them 
a„= f t"dVl(t) = \\Sn(f+g+hW + \\Sn(f-h)r + \\S"(g-hW, neN. 
o 
Since the vectors f+g+h,f—h, g—h are analytic vectors of S, one can prove that 
there is a positive real number / > 0 such that 
~ «1/2 
y -2— f < + 
This implies that j? a~ll2n = + ^=. Due to the Carleman criterion (cf. [18]), {a„} 
n=i 
is a determinate Stieltjes moment sequence. The same is true for the other sequence 
given by (31). 
Thus v1=v2 and v3=v4. This in conclusion implies the required additivity 
H(a; f+g, h)=n(a; f , h)+n(a, g, h). By the same trick we can prove that 
¡i{a\ a f , g)=an(<r; f , g), first for 0 then for a < 0 and finally for a=i which 
exhausts all possibilities. 
Thus for each Borel subset a of R+, fi(a; •, —) is a hermitian bilinear form 
and n(•;/,/) is a non-negative finite measure on R + for each f£Ti(S). Using 
the generalized Naimark dilation theorem [10] we find a Hilbert space ft, a linear 
operator V: J>(5)—ft and a spectral (normalized) measure E on R + in ft such that 
(32) n(<r; f , g) = (E(a)Vf,Vg), f , g ^ ( S ) , 
for every Borel subset u of R + . According to Theorem 6, the proof of Theorem 7 
will be finished if we. show that 5 satisfies (E) for all finite sequences /„, ...,/„££>(£). 
Let / 0 , ..,,/„€T>(S). Due to (32) 
• ; F ( ® ( S ) ) c : S ( / t-E(dt)), n<EN. 
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Using (30) and (32) we obtain 
2 (sJ+kfj, sJ+kfk) = 2 f tJ+k^t; f j , f k ) = 2 </ tJ+kE(dt)vfj, vyk\ = 
= 1 </ / <№<)!%> = || 2 f ^(dt)Vfk||2 S 0. j,k=0 0 0 *.=0o 
This completes the proof. 
The proof of Theorem 7 is similar to that of Theorem 6 in [21]. For reader's 
convenience we have repeated the most essential parts of it. 
C o r o l l a r y 6. Let S be a closed density defined operator in H such that 9I(£) 
is a core for S. If S satisfies (S) for each /g9I(S), then S is a subnormal operator. 
In the case when the operator S is invertible, Theorem 7 implies the following 
Coro l l a ry 7. Let S be a densely defined operator with the densely defined 
inverse S~K Suppose S ^ ( S ) ^ ( S ) and 5"_1S(1S'-1)cD(S'-1) and S satisfies 
(S) for each f£T>(S). Then S is subnormal provided ®(5-1)=3I(S , - : l) . 
P roof . Due to Corollary 2 (b), it is sufficient to show that S~l is subnormal 
and, due to Theorem 7, it is sufficient to show that S ~1 satisfies (S) for each 
/€X>(1S,-1) = S(S'). Take f£T)(S) and c0, ..., c„£C. Define g=S~uf, h=S~1f 
and dj=cn_j, 7=0, ..., n. Then 
2 \\(S-1)nkf\\2CjCk= 2 IIS'+WdAsO j,fc=0 j,k=0 
and 
2 ll(s-iy+k+1/ll2c,.c* = 2 ll(s-1)J+k>>lliV*so 
j,k=0 j,k=0 
which means that iS - 1 satisfies (S) for each f£T>(S). 
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